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Liquidator’s Final Report
pursuant to section 257 of the Companies Act 1993

to the Creditors and Shareholders of

Auckland Metro Cabs Limited (In Liquidation)

Gerard Hulst was appointed Liquidator of the above company by order of the High Court at
Auckland on the 13 September 2001 at 10.35am.

Actions of the Liquidator

The first report to creditors was dated 17th day of October 2001.

I have followed up all outstanding issues and report as follows:

1. The company did not own assets of any significant value.  The only asset that was
recoverable was a radio transmitter and its power unit.  This however had no
realisable value.

2. As there are no accounting records, an investigation into voidable transactions has
not been possible.  The main business activity of the company, taxi and shuttle
business, ceased on 16th April when the company taxi licence was suspended.

3. The shareholders current account could not be ascertained owing to a lack of
accounting records.  The Companies Office records show that there are no
shareholders of the company.  After discussing the issue with John Kirwan and
Agnes Shannon it is clear that there is some dispute over who actually are the
shareholders of the company.

Statement of Realisations and Distributions
pursuant to s257 of the Companies Act 1993

There were no Realisations and Distributions during this liquidation.

General Comments
The liquidation of the company is now complete and the Liquidator states:

1. All known assets have been disclaimed or realised or distributed without realisation, and

2. All proceeds of realisation have been distributed, and

3. A statement of Realisation and Distribution is included in the report.

4. The company is ready to be removed from the New Zealand Register.




